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Some disclaimers before we start:

○ I’m assuming all of you watching have some basic understanding of CM principles.

○ My perspective is that of indie game publishing, but this will likely be even more helpful to 
those from larger teams.

○ I have a long personal experience with Neopets, but I’ve never worked there myself.

○ This talk is more focused on the site’s earlier years (early-to-mid 2000’s) but discusses 
elements from throughout the site’s history.









What does good moderation look like?

● Clear and readily accessible community guidelines that are enforced consistently

● Proactive rather than reactive

● Inclusive and welcoming without tolerating intolerance





Neopets’ Moderation Protocol

○ A mix of warnings/reminders, temporary suspensions, mutings, bans

○ Internal systems that track past infractions (depending on the offense)

○ Infractions prompt users to review Terms and Conditions, chat rules

○ Chat guidelines readily available on the Neoboards
■ Includes detailed information on all possible disciplinary actions that can be taken

○ Options for user-driven reporting







(I took this screenshot less than a week before 
presenting this talk.)





How the clan system (guilds) worked
○ More or less private forums

■ Could be open or closed to the public

○ Features included:
■ Member hierarchy with custom roles
■ Guild Council of people who run that community
■ A private forum only for community members
■ A community calendar for planning events, announcing birthdays, etc.
■ Basic polling options
■ Ability to customize your guild’s homepage with HTML/CSS
■ Invitation options (direct invite by username, sharable direct link)









Minimum Viable Product for modern-day clan systems

○ Structured hierarchy for clan membership

○ Universal code of conduct for your game’s larger community plus the ability for clan leaders to 
establish their own additional rules as they see fit (within reason)

○ Features which allow clan leaders to fully oversee and moderate their communities

○ Customization options for clans

○ The ability to spread the word about their clan through official game channels



Avenues for B2C communication and user feedback

○ New Releases
○ The Official Neopets Team Message Board
○ The Neopian Times Editorial
○ Coming Soon
○ Release notes for the Neopets Mobile beta









● Stricter moderation is necessary for some communities.

● Community tools have come a long way!

● Allocate resources to preserving your community managers’ well-being

● Explore options for relaying critical information to players.





THANK YOU FOR
WATCHING!
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